
A PARENT’S 
GUIDE To  

PRoMoTING 
EARLY LITERACY

What Your Child Needs to KNoW iN 

Kindergarten to grade 3



the moment your child is born he/she will  start 
on their path to becoming readers. this path will 
continue as they become life long readers.

the path to reading and writing starts at home, long before your child 
will start school. the sounds of spoken language begin for your child the 
moment they hear you singing, talking, or laughing. Children begin to 
understand written language when you read stories to them, they look 
through a book themselves, or they watch you read the newspaper  
or book. 

the following pages list accomplishments you can expect of your child by 
the end of kindergarten, grade 1, grade 2, and grade 3.

This list is based on research in the fields of reading, early childhood 
education, and child development. Please remember that not all 
children develop and learn at the same pace or in the same way.

Your child may be more advanced or need more help than others in his/
her age group. You are, of course, the best judge of your child’s abilities 
and needs.

You should take the accomplishments as guidelines and not as 
hard-and-fast-rules. if you have concerns about your child’s reading 
development, talk to his/her teacher.
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  Build spoken language by talking 
and listening

  understanding print and books

  understanding the sounds of 
spoken language and meaning 
(phonological awareness)

  learning letters of the alphabet 

  reading with and for you or to 
themselves

  use of letter-sound relationships 
(phonics) and recognize words 
when they see them

  spell and write

  develop the ability to read 
quickly and naturally (fluency)

  learn new words to build their 
knowledge of word meanings 
(vocabulary)

  Build their knowledge of the 
world

  understanding what they read 
(comprehension)

BUILDING BLoCkS of READING AND WRITING

Phonics and word 
recognition
  Knows a number 

of letter-sound 
relationships

  understands that 
the order of letters 
in a written word 
represents the 
order of sounds in a 
spoken word

  recognizes some 
common words on 
sight, such as a, the, 
I, said, your, is, and 
are

the alPhabet
  recognizes the 

shapes and names 
of all the letters in 
the alphabet (both 
uppercase and 
lowercase letters)

  Writes many 
uppercase and 
lowercase letters on 
his/her own

sounds in sPoken 
language
  understands that 

spoken words are 
made up of separate 
sounds

  recognizes and 
makes rhymes

  Identifies words 
that have the same 
beginning sound

  Puts together, or 
blends, spoken 
sounds into simple 
words
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talk often with your child
  When you eat together, shop for 

groceries, walk or drive to school
  Getting ready for school ask him/

her stories and poems he/she 
is reading and what projects he/
she is doing at school
  ask about friends and 

classmates
  encourage him/her to talk,  

and not just give ”yes” or  
“no” answers
  have your child use their 

imagination to tell stories  
or fairytales
  talk about family photographs
  listen to his/her questions 

patiently and answer patiently
  Pay close attention to the 

amount of television or games 
your child watches/plays

show him/her how books 
and Print work
  have your child point out the 

front and back  covers and title
  have him/her make connections 

between print and pictures as 
you read

focus his/her attention on 
sounds of sPoken language
  sing or say nursery rhymes  

and songs
  Play word games
  read a story or poem and ask 

your child to listen for words that 
begin with the same sound
  stop and say simple words

have your child identify 
and name the letters of the 
alPhabet
  Point out letters and have your 

child name them
  Make an alphabet book with  

your child

show the relationshiP 
between letters and sounds
  Point out labels, boxes, 

newspapers, and signs
  listen to your child read words

encourage your child to 
sPell and write
  Write notes, emails, and letters 

to family
  Create their own picture book

building vocabulary, 
knowledge of the world, 
and comPrehension with 
your child
  While reading with your child, 

pause from time to time asking 
him/her about the meaning of 
the book
  speak your thought process out 

loud “this reminds me of ...”

kINDERGARTEN - WhAT To Do AT hoME
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books and Print
  Parts of a book and how books 

are held and read
  Identifies a book’s title and 

understands what authors and 
illustrators do
  Follows print from left to right 

and from top to bottom of a page 
when stories are read aloud
  understands the relationship 

between print and pictures
  understands that the message 

of most books is in the print and 
not the pictures

the alPhabet
  recognizes the shapes and 

names of all the letters in the 
alphabet (both upper-case and 
lowercase letters)
  Writes many uppercase and 

lowercase letters on his/her own

sounds in sPoken language
  understands that spoken words 

are made up of separate sounds
  recognizes and makes rhymes
  Identifies words that have the 

same beginning sound
  Puts together, or blends, spoken 

sounds into simple words
  Phonics and word recognition
  Knows a number of letter-sound 

relationships
  understands that the order 

of letters in a written word 
represents the order of sounds in 
a spoken word

  recognizes some common words 
on sight, such as a, the, i, said, 
your, is, and are

reading
  listens carefully to books  

read aloud
  asks and answers questions 

about stories
  uses what he/she already  

knows to help him/her 
understand a story
  retells and/or acts out stories
  Knows the difference between 

“made-up” (fiction) and “real” 
(nonfiction) books and the 
difference between stories  
and poems

sPelling and writing
  uses phonemic awareness and 

letter knowledge to spell and 
write words
  Begins to spell some words 

correctly
  Writes his/her own first name 

and last name and the first 
names of some friends, 
classmates, or family members
  Writes some letters and words as 

they are said to him/her

WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of kINDERGARTEN
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WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of kINDERGARTEN

vocabulary and knowledge of words
  Plays with and is curious about words and language
  uses new words in his/her own speech
  Knows and uses words that are important to school work, such as the 

names for colors, shapes, and numbers
  Knows and uses words that are important to daily life, such as, street 

names and addresses and names for community workers

Parent talk

“Why didn’t the dog just run away?”

“Where did the boy live?”

“What kind of eyes did the monster have?”

“ How many words can you say that rhyme with 
fox? With bill?” 

“ The dog is big. BIG. Can you say the sounds 
in big? Now can you write the letters for the 
sounds? Good. Now read the word to me.”
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suPPort what your child is 
learning in school
  listen to him/her read books 

from school
  say the sounds of letters and ask 

him/her to write the letters that 
represent the sound
  have your child point out the 

letter-sound relationship
  Play word games

encourage your child to 
sPell and write
  Write notes, emails, and letters 

to family
  Create their own picture book

what to look for in 1st 
grade classrooms
  develop talking and listening 

abilities
  talking about books and print
  teaching of the alphabet
  teaching Phonemic awareness 

(example below)
  teaching phonics and word 

recognition
  developing spelling and writing
  Building vocabulary and 

knowledge of the world
  Building Comprehension

1ST GRADE - WhAT To Do AT hoME

building vocabulary, knowledge of the world, and 
comPrehension with your child
  While reading with your child, pause from time to time asking him/her 

about the meaning of the book

awareness activities that you may see in first grade classrooms

Phoneme deletion: Children recognize the word that 
remains when you take away a phoneme. 
teaCher: What is space without the /s/? 
ChildreN: space without the /s/ is pace. 

Phoneme addition: Children make a new word by adding a 
phoneme to the word 
teaCher: What word do you have if you add /p/ to the 
beginning of lace? 
ChildreN: Place. 

Phoneme  substitution: Children substitute one phoneme 
for another to make a new  word. 
teaCher: the word is rag. Change /g/ to /n/. What is the 
new word?  
ChildreN: ran. 
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books and Print
  Knows the difference between 

letters and words
  Knows that there are spaces 

between words in print
  Knows that print represents 

spoken language and contains 
meaning
  Knows some of the parts of 

print, such as the beginning 
and ending of sentences, where 
paragraphs begin and end, and 
different punctuation marks
  Begins to understand why people 

read - to learn and enjoy

the alPhabet
  Can recognize and name all of 

the letters of the alphabet

sounds in sPoken language
  Can count the number of 

syllables in a word
  Can put together and break  

apart the sounds of most  
one-syllable words

Phonics and word 
recognition
  Can show how spoken words  

are represented by written  
letters that are arranged in a 
specific order
  Can read one-syllable words 

using what he/she knows  
about phonics
  uses phonics to sound out words 

he/she doesn’t know

  Can recognize some irregularly 
spelled words, such as have, 
said, you, and are
  Knows the sound letter 

relationship of all letters of the 
alphabet

reading
  Reads aloud first-grade  

books and understands what 
they mean
  Can tell when he/she is having 

problems understanding what 
he/she is reading
  reads and understands simple 

written instructions
  Predicts what will happen next in 

a story
  discusses what he/she already 

knows about topics of books he/
she is reading
  Can ask questions (how, why, 

what if?) about books he/she  
is reading
  Can describe, in his/her own 

words, what he/she is has 
learned from a book he/she  
is reading
  Can give a reason for why he/

she is reading a book (to be 
entertained, to follow directions, 
to learn about a non-fiction topic, 
for example)

WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of 1ST GRADE
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WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of 1ST GRADE

sPelling and writing
  uses invented (or developmental) spelling to try to spell words on his/

her own
  understands that there is a correct way to spell words
  uses simple punctuation marks and capital letters
  Writes for different purposes - stories, explanations, letters, lists
  Writes things for others to read (by thinking of ideas, writing draft 

copies, and revising drafts)

vocabulary
  uses language with more control (such as speaking in complete 

sentences)
  understands that the language used in school is more formal than the 

language used at home and with friends
  talks about the meaning of words and uses new words when he/she 

speaks and writes
  Begins to see that some words mean the same thing (synonyms) some 

words have opposite meanings (antonyms)
  Begins to recognize that words play different roles in sentences (for 

example, some words - nouns - name things and some words - verbs - 
show action)
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Phonics and word 
recognition
  Can read a large number of 

regularly spelled one– and two-
syllable words
  Figures out how to read a large 

number of words with more than 
two syllables
  uses knowledge of phonics to 

sound out unfamiliar words
  accurately reads many sight 

words

reading
  reads and understands a variety 

of second grade level fiction and 
nonfiction books
  Knows how to read for specific 

purposes and to seek answers to 
specific questions
  answers “how,” “why,” and 

“what-if” questions
  interprets information from 

diagrams, charts, and graphs
  recalls information, main ideas, 

and details after  reading
  Compares and connects 

information read in different 
books and articles
  takes part in creative 

responses to stories, such as 
dramatizations of stories and 
oral presentations

sPelling and writing
  Pays attention to how words  

are spelled
  Correctly spells words he/she 

has studied
  spells a word the way it sounds 

if he/she doesn’t know how to 
spell it
  Writes for many different 

purposes
  Writes different types of 

compositions (example, stories, 
reports, and letters)
  Makes good judgments about 

what to include in his/her writing
  takes part in writing conferences 

and then revises and edits what 
he/she has written
  Pays attention to the mechanics 

of writing (example, spelling, 
capitalization, and punctuation) 
in the final versions of 
compositions

vocabulary
  Wants to learn new words and 

share those words at school  
and home
  uses clues from the context to 

figure out what words mean
  uses knowledge of words parts, 

such as prefixes, suffixes, and 
root words, to figure out word 
meanings
  increases vocabulary through the 

use of synonyms and antonyms

WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of 2ND GRADE
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WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of 2ND GRADE

vocabulary continued
  Can use different parts of speech correctly, including nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, and adverbs
  learns more new words through independent reading
  explores and investigates topics of interest on his/her own

VoCABULARY INSTRUCTIoN
in second and third grade classrooms, 
effective instruction will include both specific 
word instruction and instruction in word 
learning strategies. 

sPecific word instruction
  Teachers teach specific words from 

selections the students are about to read 
these words are important for the students 
to know in order to understand what they 
will read 
  teachers use the new words over an 

extended period of time
  the children see, hear, and work  

with the words in many ways and in  
various contexts

word learning strategies
  teachers show children how to use the 

dictionary and thesaurus to learn about 
the meanings of words. teachers show how 
some words have more than one definition, 
and they teach children how to find the 
right definition for their particular situation.
  teachers teach children how to use word 

parts (prefixes, suffixes, and root words) to 
determine the meaning of unknown words
  teachers provide instruction in how to 

use the meanings of known words in a 
reading selection (context) to figure out the 
meaning of unknown words
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2ND AND 3RD GRADE - WhAT To Do AT hoME

use reading oPPortunities to helP your child develoP 
fluency
  listen to your child read books that he has brought home from school
  If your child is not a fluent reader, (he/she reads slowly and makes lots 

of mistakes), ask him/her to  reread a paragraph or page a few times

find oPPortunities for your child to sPell and write
  encourage your child to write often - example, letters and thank you 

notes to relatives and friends, simple stories, emails, and items for the 
grocery list
  help your child learn the correct spelling of words

find oPPortunities to helP your child develoP vocabulary, 
knowledge of the world, and comPrehension
  talk about new words that your child has read or heard
  help your child use the dictionary or thesaurus to check on the 

meanings of new words she reads or hears
  Help your child become aware of prefixes, suffixes, and root words
  talk about how a book connects to real world events

what to look for in 2nd and 3rd grade classrooms
  Promoting reading accuracy
  Building fluency
  teaching spelling and writing
  developing vocabulary and knowledge of the world
  increasing comprehension

Parent talk

Read a line from a book, such as this line from Eric 
Carle’s Pancakes, Pancakes! “Take a sickle and 
cut as much wheat as the donkey can carry.” Then 
ask a question, such as “Look at the picture of Jack 
cutting the wheat. What is he doing? That’s right, 
it’s a sickle. A sickle is a tool for cutting wheat and 
other kinds of grain.”
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Phonics and word 
recognition
  use phonics knowledge and word 

parts (prefixes, roots, suffixes) 
to figure out how to pronounce 
words he/she doesn’t recognize

reading
  Reads with fluency
  reads a variety of third grade 

level texts (example, story books, 
informational books, magazine 
articles, computer screens) with 
fluency and comprehension 
  reads longer stories and chapter 

books independently
  summarizes major points from 

both fiction and nonfiction books
  Identifies and then discusses 

specific words or phrases that 
interfere with comprehension
  discusses the themes or 

messages of stories asks “how,” 
“why,” and “what if” questions
  distinguishes cause from effect, 

fact from opinion, and main 
ideas from supporting details
  uses information gathered 

and his/her own reasoning to 
evaluate the explanations and 
opinions he/she reads about
  understands and reads graphics 

and charts
  uses context clues to get 

meaning from what he/she reads

sPelling and writing
  Correctly spells previously 

studied words 
  independently reviews his/

her own written work for errors 
in spelling, capitalization, and 
punctuation
  Begins to use literary words and 

sentences in his/her writing, 
such as figurative language
  Combines information in 

compositions from a variety 
of sources, including books, 
articles, and computer 
information
  With assistance from teachers 

and classmates, edits and 
revises his/her compositions to 
make them easier to read and 
understand
  With assistance from teachers 

and classmates, edits and 
revises his/her written work
  discusses his/her own  

writing with other children  
and responds helpfully to the 
writing of other children

WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do BY 
ThE END of 3RD GRADE
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vocabulary
  Wants to learn and share new words at 

school and home

  Uses clues from context to figure out word 
meanings

  uses his/her knowledge of word parts, 
such as prefixes, suffixes, and root words, 
to figure out word meanings

  increases his/her vocabulary through the 
use of synonyms and antonyms

  is able to use different parts of speech 
correctly, including nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs

  develops his/her vocabulary and 
knowledge through independent reading

  explores and investigates topics of 
interest on his/her own

  Uses a variety of sources to find 
information, including computers

REMEMBER:

Good reading skills are essential to  
success in school and in life!

take time to enjoy reading to, or with, your child 
every day.

Your interest in reading sends a  
powerful message to your child:
readiNG is iMPortaNt!

WhAT ChILDREN ShoULD BE ABLE To Do 
BY ThE END of 3RD GRADE
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hELPfUL TERMS
alPhabetic knowledge - knowing the names and shapes of letters of the 
alphabet

alPhabetic PrinciPle - the understanding that written letters represent sound. 
i.e. the word big has three sounds and three letters

big books - oversized books that allow for the sharing of print and illustrations 
with a group of children

blending - putting together individual sounds to make spoken words

comPrehension - the ability to understand and gain meaning from what has 
been read

decodable books - books that are made up of words that contain only the letter-
sound relationships that the children are learning, along with a few words that 
are taught as sight words

decode - the ability to recognize and read words by translating the letters into 
speech sounds to determine the word’s pronunciation and meaning

develoPmental sPelling - the use of letter-sound relationship information to 
attempt to write words

emergent literacy - the view that literacy learning   begins at birth and is 
encouraged through participation with adults in meaningful reading an writing 
activities

environmental Print - print that is a part of everyday life, such as signs, 
billboards, labels, and business logos

exPerimental writing - efforts by young children to experiment with writing by 
creating pretend and real letters and by organizing scribbles and marks on paper

exPlicit instruction - direct, structured, systematic teaching of a skill-set

fluency - the ability to read text accurately and quickly and with expression  
and comprehension

graPhic organizers - diagrams that visually represent the organization and 
relationships of ideas in a text

invented sPelling - see developmental spelling

irregular words - frequently used words that don’t follow the letter-sound 
relationship rules that children are learning

leveled books - books that have been assigned a particular level intended to 
indicate how difficult the books is for children to read
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literacy - includes all the activities involved in speaking, listening, reading, 
writing, and appreciating both spoken and written language

Phonemes - the smallest parts of spoken language that combine to form words. 
i.e. the word hit is made up of three phonemes (/h/ /i/ /t/) and differs by one 
phoneme from the words pit, hip, and hot

Phonemic awareness - the ability to hear and identify the individual sounds in 
spoken words

Phonics - the relationship between the sounds of spoken words and the 
individual letters or groups of letters that represent those sounds in  
written words

Phonological awareness - the understanding that spoken language is made up 
of individual and separate sounds 

Predictable books - books that have repeated words or sentences, rhymes, or 
other patterns

Prefix - a word part such as re-, un-, or pre– that is added to the beginning of a 
root word to form a new word with a new meaning

Pretend reading - children’s attempts to “read” a book before they have learned 
to read

Print awareness - knowing about print and books and how they are used

root word - a word or word part to which a prefix or suffix is added

segmentation - taking spoken words apart sound by sound

sight words - words that a reader recognizes without having to sound them out. 
some sight words are “irregular,” or have letter-sound relationships that are 
uncommon. i.e. you, are, have, and said

suffix - a word part such as –ness, –able, or –er that is added to the end of a 
root word to form a new word with a new meaning

syllable - a word part that contains a vowel or, in spoken language, a vowel 
sound (e-vent, news-pa-per, pret-ty)

vocabulary - the words we must know in order to communicate effectively. oral 
vocabulary refers to words that we use in speaking or recognize in listening. 
reading vocabulary refers to words we recognize or use in print. 

word walls - word-study and vocabulary words that are posted on the classroom 
wall so all children can easily see them

word recognition - the ability to identify printed words and to translate them 
into their corresponding sounds quickly and accurately so as to figure out  
their meanings
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